


Week 4: Value Grouping 

Adding the full spectrum of values without a clear Matrix, and value 
grouping can possibly produce muddy images, losing your Matrix altogether.

MATRIX FIRST, then divide those two, three, or sometimes four values of 
your Matrix into value ranges that are CLEARLY DISTINCT FROM ONE 
ANOTHER BY A VALUE GAP!  A clear division is vital to your clarity 
regardless of Keys. 

  

The image below was photographed indoors with a direct sunlight which 
produced a very strong division between direct light and shadow.  This is a 
 very strong, clear matrix.  Value grouping is always easier when you have 
established a strong Matrix.  Your next step is to determine the value ranges 

within each area of your  two or three value Matrix.  This maintains the 
design of your Matrix whether your image is high contrast as the image 

below or if it is low contrast at either a high or low Major Key.
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Value: The Mood Maker 
Tone is the range measured by lightness to darkness of colors or achromatic 
values including black, white and grey scale.
The manner in which we design or express our images will be based on 
relationship between three conditions.  One: the lighting condition, or effect 
of light and shadow. (Form or Chiaroscuro)  Two: the arrangement of local 
values unaffected by light and shadow (Mass or Notan) Three: a subjective 
arrangement of contrasting gradients (Counter change)  The range of 
dominance to subordination we prescribe in rendering the tones in parts, 
groups, and in relation to the total.  Like our other components of design 
Tone can be measured through Keys, in this case tonal keys.

Major Key:  Over-all proportion (in the case of Value, lightness to darkness).
Minor Key:  Range of contrast within the image.

The contrasts of relationships between major and minor keys are directly 
connected to the mood.  For instance a low major and high minor might be 
scary or threatening.  Medium major and medium minor will produce a 
dreamlike state, and a major and high minor might be uplifting and happy.  
Out of the three aspects of color, (hue, value and saturation) value is the 
predominant mood maker!
Without light we can see nothing.  Too much light and we can’t determine 
anything.  This would imply that our ability to see the world around us is 
dependent on the amount of, and conditions of light within the range 
between total darkness and total brightness.  Within this range there are 
infinite possibilities.  The appearance of what we see at any given moment is 
totally dependent on the relationships between light, objects, and our 
position as viewer to the situation. Almost all objects have their own color, 
which we call local color.  It is important to note that all objects are potential 
light sources.  That is most all objects will reflect their light into lesser 
lights.  Large, light valued, objects close to other objects will reflect most 
light.  Smaller light valued objects will reflect less light.  Large and small 



dark objects can reflect their light/color as well but with less influence than 
light valued objects.  The range of influence that objects may have on one 
another is huge and intricate their size, shape, local value, and position in 
space relative to other light sources (objects) in relation to the viewer. An 
artist could go crazy trying to calculate the absolute measure of all the 
influences that occur in any given situation.  As artist we have to understand 
and witness this logic of interrelationships before we can make our paintings 
sing, or invent new believable worlds.  Looking for deeper relationships of 
the moment will serve us well in our effort to depict what we see.  To build 
your skills beyond being a copyist and become more expressive in your 
work you have to see the logic of the situation, and then build on it. 

Look at the images below and note the mood that you feel they each express, 
then assess them through their Major and Minor tonal keys and see if you 
don't begin to see the relationships that most clearly express these moods.  
The shapes in some images, and the subject in others may sway you, but try 
to assess only the value structures.  Shape is another distinctive visual 
component that can add to or compete with the mood conveyed, and 
symbols or your affinity to any subject can also play into your personal bias.



  

High Major (overall light), and Low Minor (low range of contrast) Keys
Even in these High Major Key images with reasonably Low Minor Key the 

value gap between groups remains distinct.  When value groups are too close 
to one another in small areas a passage is created.  When value groups are 

too close to one another in large areas shapes merge and you lose your 
Matrix.



  

  



  

Low Major (overall dark) with Low Minor (low contrast) Key

  

Low Major (overall dark) with High Minor (high contrast) Key



  

Low Major (overall dark) with High Minor (high contrast) Key in a triadic 
color arrangement.

  

Low Major (overall dark) with High Minor (high contrast) Key in a limited 
color scheme of black, white, yellow, and red



  

When assessing the tonal contrast and value grouping the images below look 
for and determine the Matrix first and then divide those two, three, or 

sometimes four values of your Matrix into value ranges that are CLEARLY 
DISTINCT FROM ONE ANOTHER BY A VALUE GAP!  A clear division 

is vital to your clarity regardless of Keys.



  



  

  



  

  



  

  



  

  



  



  

  



  



  

  



  



 



  



  

In the image on the left below Mezzonis brings attention to himself by 
shifting the prevailing mode of Notan to Chiaroscuro on his face and upper 
body.  This contrast in mode is a contrast that calls attention to this area or 
makes the area different and therefore more important.  The figure block in 

on the right demonstrates a Chiaroscuro Matrix.



  

Thomas Moran was a member of the Hudson River School of painters 
whose mission was to express the vastness of the new frontiers in the 

American continent.  He achieved this through multiple focal points all 
throughout this huge painting.  The viewer can’t help but move from spot lit 

area to spot lit area at viewing distance of this piece.  It is housed at the 
Gene Autry Museum and worth experiencing for that reason alone.



  



  

  

Below is what is considered a color script for a computer-animated film, 
they also serve as lighting guides to inform the lighters, surfacing, and 



compositing artists.

  

  



  

  

Concept paintings like the one below are created to visually capture the tone 
and mood of any moment in a film.  As you can see the tonal scheme is 

critical to the mood.



  

  



Story Intensity and your Visuals

Here is an example of a visual intensity chart based on the music of 
Paganini's Pines of Rome.  As you can clearly see the piece was conceived 
in three parts.  As a general note the visual intensity chart mirrors the story 
intensity, but interpreting a script can be very subjective and when crafting a 
chart like this I spend a good amount of time with the director because this 
chart is truly dependent on how they want to tell the story, NOT MY 
PERSONAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SCRIPT.  Usually I will ask the 
director tell me the story as they see it, or sit in on a table read as they direct 
the the voice actors I can put together a chart that reflects their POV most 
directly.  

Another approach may be to track the protagonist's and or the antagonist's 
emotional journeys but that can easily become a slippery slope.  Since this 
piece was only approximately nine minutes and timed to music we were able 
to chart the scene cuts with greater accuracy because we were landing or 
countering on specific musical beats and timing.
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Homework 

On the next pages are two images to look at as examples.  In each case begin 
with designing your matrix.  Then establish the value groups, making sure 
there is a gap between each gradient group.  Next I would like you to 
consider the range of contrast within each area.  You can use images from 
the New Masters or Art Mentors photo libraries.  Do at least two images; if 
you have time to do more please do, the more practice the better.  Please 
make sure each image conveys a different mood through its tonal 
arrangement (think happy and sad, dreamlike or scary. Etc.)

With a little practice I am sure you will find that this procedure is not only 
simple but keeps you focused on the dynamic relationships in their order of 
dominance and subordination. 

Nicolai Fechin

 





In fact if you can consider the Fechin painting above you can look at how he 
combines physical texture and the break up of very contrasting values.




